Mechanical properties of RNA hairpin. Force-extension curve for the RNA hairpin (156 bp) demonstrating the stable hairpin folding below ~17 pN of force applied. At this threshold, the extension abruptly increased showing the mechanical unfolding of the hairpin. On lowering the applied force to ~13 pN, the RNA rapidly refolded and returned to its initial extension
Supplementary Figure 2:
The unwinding event of Fig. 1c is zoomed at higher resolution, illustrating the complex motion of Upf1-HD on the RNA hairpin. The enzyme alternates short phases of unwinding (Ui) separated by pauses (Pi). The pause durations are random in time. The unwinding short events are also random both in duration and in their rate. The enzyme traces have been analysed using this pattern of events. While isolating unwinding events and pauses is relatively easy when their duration is long, it is more delicate when these events becomes short and noise dominates. This limits the analysis of short events Graph showing the fraction of DNA oligonucleotide released over time in the presence of Upf1-HD. Data points derived from three independent experiments were fitted using Kaleidagraph (Synergy software) to the pseudo-first order equation y=A[1-e (-kt) ], where A and k represent, respectively, the amplitude and the rate constant of the unwinding reaction Comparison of Upf1-HD rates on RNA and DNA substrates. The mean rate corresponds to the rate in a bulk experiment divided by the number of bases unwound in the duration of the activity. τU characterizes the mean duration of unwinding phases occurring at rate Vu, followed by a pause lasting typically τPU. Similarly, translocating (rezipping) bursts are defined as translocating phases at rate VT lasting typically τT interrupted by pauses lasting τPT .The total number of measurements, n, used for the calculations, is indicated.
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Supplementary The mean rate is equivalent to the rate in a bulk experiment, and it is obtained by dividing the number of bases unwound, by the time duration of the activity. τU characterizes the mean duration of unwinding phases occurring at rate VU, followed by a pause lasting typically τPU.
Similarly, translocating (re-zipping) bursts are defined as translocating phases at rate VT lasting typically τT interrupted by pauses lasting τPT. For Upf1-CH-HD, the unwinding traces are mostly blocked and the statistics of unwinding traces is insufficient to measure τU and τPU. For Upf1-CH-HD/Upf2, there is not enough translocation statistics to measure the characteristic parameters. The total number of measurements, n, used for the calculations, is indicated.
